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Barking up the right tree
France Cadet has the soul of a seeker and a deeply ingrained spirit of inquiry, a curiosity about
everything that lives or moves. Science was her first vocation. As a child she was equally
fascinated by biology, mechanics and physics. From bacteria to the great apes, how do we
function? How do we think? How do we love? Isn't love a matter of secretions, hormones and
neurological information? Loving and living ... beyond science and scientific inquiry, it was art
that seemed to her the most fruitful path. From her laboratory days she has retained a taste for
experimentation; to that she adds subject/object interactivity, abolishing the barriers between
the observed and the observer. "Would you like to play with me?" her cyber-creatures seem to
say. And indeed she does training sessions with her robot dogs. Her discovery mats for grownups invite the collector to get involved in the artwork by scratching it so that it responds. France
Cadet subverts intellectual talk and parodies dogmas to distance us from them. She studied art
in Toulon and Aix-en-Provence, but mostly she has worked abroad. She teaches robotics in
Chicago and won first prize in the VIDA 6.0 competition in Madrid.

Gérard Martin for Cote Magazine - 2013

France Cadet, born in 1971, in a French digital and robotics artist whose work ironically raises
questions about various aspects in science debates and contemporary anxieties about
biotechnology. She has been teaching robotics at the Ecole Supérieure d’Art d’Aix-en-Provence
for more than 10 years now and has now joined the renowned School of the Art Institute of
Chicago. In addition, she has been giving robot-like training workshops for several years.
Ms. Cadet came from a background in science before turning to artistic studies. Known by her
robotic and bio-oriented multi-media installations which combine these two interests, she has
done solo and group exhibitions nationally and internationally, in Europe, Asia (Japan, Korea,
China...), Brazil and United-States. Her works is regularly exhibited in international new-media
festivals such as Ars Alectronica, Exit, Sonar, Emoção Artificial... likewise in traditional
contemporary Art galleries and museums (CAAC in Sevilla, Quadrum Gallery in Lisbon, Pascal
Vanhoecke Gallery and Palais de Tokyo in Paris) and Art fairs (ARCO in Madrid, Art Paris and
SLICK in Paris…) or digital art festivals (Ars Electronica, Gamerz…).
She received the 1st Prize of VIDA 6.0, an Art & Artificial Life International competition in Madrid,
and was mentioned by the Digital Stadium Awards in Tokyo. Her work was also purchased by
the Museum of Contemporary Art, the MEIAC in Spain.
Most of France Cadet’s artworks tackle serious problems but in an ironic and ludic way: funny
toys, pleasant games, charming pets, cute robots…
In a large part of her work she uses a commercial robotic dog on which she performed surgery,
customized their forms, and reprogrammed them with unusual behaviours. These new strange
creatures allow her to embody questions concerning contemporary
anxieties about biotechnology, animals rights, dangers of cloning,
eugenics, and to make a critical social comment about ethical
questions and possible consequences of a technologically
driven future, through ironical caricaturization but which is
based on very-real facts.

Teaching robotic dogs new tricks
France Cadet first started to use robotic dogs in
her work because they allowed her to embody
questions concerning animals rights and the
complex relationship between humans and
animals central to her work. These questions have
evolved over time. At the beginning she was more
focused on the boundaries between human and
animal, simply using the robots as a medium, then
she became interested in using them for their
intrinsic robotic qualities, hence questioning the
relationships between humans (or animal) and
machines.
In « Dog[LAB]01» (2004) , her first installation
using I-Cybies, the seven transgenic and
chimerical little robotic dogs where used to make a
critical social statement about the excess and
dangers of cloning, eugenics and other
experiments using animals. It also dealt with
controversies concerning artists using bio-art as an
art form. The modifications of these improbable
creatures were based on very real research and
experiments done on real animals and
demonstrate their possible consequences. Despite
the fact that these animals-robots are fictitious they
still relay a social reality.
With these modified robots the artist tries to
denounce harmful and excessive use of animal
experiments, through ironical caricaturization but
which are based on very-real facts (even though
she unites different and probably incompatible
transformations in the same robot). France Cadet
mostly used experiments which had had big media
coverage so that people could get the reference,

even though they were watching tiny transformed robotic toys. These animals could be here
considered as a sort of burlesque illustration, an ironic metaphor, an "entertaining" warning
against these practices.

Robotic installation « Dog[LAB]01 » - Exhibition « Emoção Artficial 3.0 » - San Paulo – Bazil - 2006

« Sciart V3.0 » National Science Museum - Daejeon – Korea

Copycat: This hybrid animal is the perfect mix between two domestic animal species, one
canine and one feline. This new specie combines the independence and cleanliness of a cat as
well as the affectionate and playful nature of a dog: the universal pet is born. After "Cc" the first
cloned kitten in December 2001 at Texas A&M University, it’s now possible to clone your
favourite dying or dead pet and to produce a pet "à la carte".

Dolly: Since "Dolly", the first mammal cloned in 1996, both sheep and bovines specimens have
encountered difficulties for their cloning (BSE: Mad Cow Disease, Progeria, premature ageing,
abnormal size and various pathologies). This species aims to cure all the side effects of cloning
and deterioration of DNA.

GFP Puppy: This animal has all the normal characteristics of a dog but he also has a
phosphorescent coat. This peculiarly has been obtained by transferring, into the genome of the
animal, the coding gene of the "Green Fluorescent Protein", present at the natural state in
jellyfish, and commonly used to mark the cells. After the fluorescent mouse and "Alba" (also
called "GFP Bunny"), the famous rabbit of Eduardo Kac, "GFP Puppy" marks the beginning of a
new age of animal cloning, that of more evolved and complex species.
Xenodog: While the pig is an animal of sufficient intelligence and sociability to make the perfect
pet, it is also the best specie to supply organs for xenotransplantations. This animal has also the
same genetic defect as the nude mouse that prevents him from growing hair and from
immunologically rejecting human cells and tissues.

JellyDoggy: The genome of this animal has been enhanced with the gene of a hydrozoan
(jellyfish family) as well as the gene of the chameleon, well known for blending in with his
environment. This peculiarly enables him to adapt to an aquatic life.

Schizodog: This apparently unsuccessful cloning attempt helps increase our understanding of
psychological disorders such as multiple or split personality disorder, bipolar disorder,
schizophrenic disorder... as well as information about genetic influence on the psychology of
twins, Siamese twins and clones. The study of this particular species of two headed dog may
suggest promising forms of treatment and perhaps, in the near future, may help predict the
outcome of several mental illnesses.

Solo show - ESAC - Pau - France - 2007

FlyingPig: After Stelarc with his extra ear and the famous nude mouse with a human ear
attached onto its back, here is the FlyingPig with two human ears. Initially designed to serve as
a model for tissue and cartlilage engineering and to replace a missing or malfunctioning part of
the body, those ear-wings prosthesis, made out of muscles, soft tissue and flexible cartilage,
can actually enhance the body’s fonctions. From now on reconstructive surgery belongs to the
past, now is the time for augmented surgery… Now pigs can fly.

Manual serigraphs made by dots - 50x70cm - 2006

Solo show - ESAC - Pau - France - 2007

A pack of clones…
« Dog[LAB]02 » (2006 ) is the second step of the Dog[Lab]01 project, which was gathering
seven hybrid and transgenic different robotic dogs, the next phase in the elaboration of these
new hybrid animal species.
After the experimental
study and the laboratory
analysis
of
several
individual animals, the
creation of a whole pack of
clones can be done. Once
created
in
laboratory,
these new species can be
(re)produced. We go from
an individual prototype to
a pack of clones… an
undissociable idea from
the idea of a reproductive
cloning.
It is a question of taking
the model "Dolly" and
creating a whole identical
herd of it.
Everybody seems to be against human cloning, whereas animal cloning doesn’t seem to pose
any problems. It is largely used in the breeding industry bringing greater profits and yet it is not
employed for therapeutic purposes. Both sheep and bovine have already attracted large interest
from scientists and industrialists and have been transformed (improved) by genetic selection
and successive crossings. Hopefully the real genetic manipulations they have gone through
have often been less successful than expected. With the creation of this new specie "Dolly" a
reproduction can be envisaged.
Thus the pack of Dolly is a group of 14 animals with the specific characteristics of this specie
that is: Dog: 50%, Ewe: 30%, Cow: 15%, Sheep: 5%. They are morphologically identical, have
the same size, weight and coat so that people might think they are clones. This is of course
caricatural because it is well known today that clones share the same genetic inheritance but

not a perfectly identical morphology and in any case a similar character. Copycat, the first
cloned kitten which was not the exact copy of the ordinal, fortunately came to underline in 2001
this non-commercial aspect of the reproductive cloning.
Here we are now with a pack of cloned "Dolly" where each robot evolves autonomously in this
big artificial limited space, a big common meadow now. The clones have left the laboratory and
seem from now on able to evolve in community. They move slowly, bleat, graze… Everything
seems normal except the strange morphological similarity of the animals of this herd. Each
clone will move autonomously. Although their behaviour will be roughly similar, it will not be
identical. However both sheep and bovines specimens have encountered difficulties for their
cloning (BSE: Mad Cow Disease, Progeria, premature ageing, abnormal size and various
pathologies). Thus this new specie is suffering of these different problems.
Suddenly these pathological symptoms start to appear and invade the whole pack. One animal,
then two, then three… the whole pack seems touched by this epidemic. The animal shake,
stumble, fall down, get up painfully. Then the pack of clones starts to exhibit an uniform and
synchronous behaviour: all the robots start to shake and bleat all together at the same time.
They can't stand up any more on their feverish paws. The mad cow disease seems to be here!
The tremors become more and more intense, then suddenly, they all fall down at the same time.
Once lying on the floor, they groan with quavering bleats which seem to be insignificant when
they are alone, but when we hear the 30 cries of the dying clones, they become frightening.
This is the end… The clones become clones again. The pack is dying in unison.
By using a whole pack of robotic dogs, the aim is to create a much more frightening impression
than was possible with the single dog of Dog[LAB]01, which often inspired amusement –
something the artist did not intend. The use of multiple robots also evokes contemporary
anxieties about cloning, the spread of new diseases, and genocide. The dramatic death of the
robots challenges the utopian dreams of transhumanists in which robotic technology is seen as
a means of overcoming our mortality.
As Luciana Parisi emphasizes, the novelty of Dolly, the cloned sheep, was not that you could
clone an adult mammal, but that our genes and organs can be designed and shaped. The point
is not solely that it is now possible to reproduce artificially, but that human beings can be
reproduced from scratch. Artificial sex and reproduction marks the apex of the Brave New World
where humans overcome death through the proliferation of identical copies.

Botched Dollies...

.

« Botched Dollies » (2011-2013)
discloses the hidden sides of the
research in cloning experiments,
revealing various secret laboratory
practices
and
enlightening
numerous botched trials and
failures intrinsic to the universally
acclaimed specimen.
The audience is invited to watch
these 4 different Botched Dollies
named after the first cloned sheep
and in reference to the term
"botched taxidermy" that Steve
Baker uses in his book "The
postmodern animal".
These "Botched Dollies" embody
frequent pathologies and side
effects of cloning experiments
commonly
used
in
breeding
industry, some animals exhibit
morphological
pathologies
or
malformations, some others need
prosthesis or plasters.
OCT Museum - Shanghai – China - 2011

Dolly n°1: Large Offspring Syndrome (LOS) clone
This almost “dead” Dolly is lying on its side and has an oversize belly. She reveals the "large
offspring syndrome" or "fetal oversize" which is a phenomenon found 9 times on 10 in calves
and lambs generated by nuclear transfer technology. Cloned animals quite often die from
infections shortly after birth or are born with serious deformities.
Dolly n°2: Antennapedia C gene mutation (ANT-C gene)
This botched dolly has red eyes and some legs as ears referring to the drosophilae. This
vinegar fly largely is largely used in laboratories for gene mutation experiments, and develops
legs in the eye-antennal disc when she presents the Antennapedia C gene mutation (ANT-C
gene).
Dolly n°3: Ovine Myostatin gene mutation (MSTN) AA (prosthesis)
This botched Dolly has some prosthesis fitted with wheels at its front legs in order to repair
missing legs that are frequent in many mutations. This living robot has artificial prosthesis.
Despite her prosthesis the animal experiences some mobility difficulties.
Dolly n°4: Ovine Myostatin gene mutation (MSTN) BB (plaster)
This botched Dolly has been born with severe front legs deformities. She has some plastered
legs. She remains seated and cries like a sad puppy. These leg malformations cause balance
problems..

Aram Art Museum - Goyang – Corée - 2014

Bug, Bug, Bug
« Bug[LAB]01 » (2006) gathers a group of 10 robotic dogs in which some punctual and
random bugs emerge in order to ironically illustrate the potential consequences of functional
errors inside the system.
These bugs are intentional, programmed and deliberately introduced into the program via a
random routine which will generate during the programs.

These bugs are not fatal but they temporally alter the normal behaviour of the robot, mainly its
locomotion. Therefore some robots behave strangely from time to time. One of them is walking
by only using its front legs. Another one is trying to walk by swimming or crawling. A third is
walking by rolling on its side and a last one stands on its head. Some cramps, tremors, falls, all
kinds of strange behaviours will appear punctually and then disappear.
Bugs are announced by a short sound similar to the famous Windows critical error sound, a
sound which is spontaneously associated to a data-processing error.
Even if nowadays data-processing bugs can have terrible consequences, the idea of bug is
here treated in an ironic manner such as the first bug which appeared at the MIT in 1947 and
which was caused by a simple bug fallen down into a processor.

MEPE: Museu do Estado de Pernambuco - Recife – Brazil - 2006

Hunting trophies
The following installation « Hunting Trophies, » (2008) evidently raises questions about animals
rights as well. I try to grant them back for a moment the right to life, to free expression and to
judgment. But I don’t have a Manichean or what I consider as an extremist vision concerning
animal rights or their use for scientific experimentation.

Solo Show « Artificial Curiosity » Numeriscausa Gallery – Paris - 2008

Peter Singer argues that because animals have the ability to experience pain and suffering,
they should be afforded the same moral considerations as any other sentient being. We can say
he really liberated the animals but I don’t subscribe to his extreme utilitarian vision, however I
agree with the statement that the use of animals in medical research should be regulated in
accordance with the principle of utility and I condemn animal husbandry and intensive breeding.

Besides it is not because animal experiments in medicine are more legitimate that we can treat
animals anyway we wish even if according to Cohen, the happiness of the beneficiaries of the
medical research far outweighs the pain of the subject. Hunting cannot escape our responsibility
and although stripped of any principle of efficiency or profit, we cannot legitimize it by any
principle of utility. I would dispute the necessity of inflicting pain or other forms of cruelty on
animals and I do question the right of human power over life or death of animals. I don’t
however subscribe to utilitarian or antivivisection movement, I feel rather closer to a less radical
group such as the "reformist animal welfare movement".

Thus these robots provide me once again with scope for a new critical social comment about
animal rights, in this case hunting, but even though here they are used as a medium to express
these questionings, they are still robots and thus bring new interrogations about domestic robots
and robots in general, about their status, their function and their integration into society.

We first tried to compare the animal with a machine. Then Descartes’ idea of animal-Machine
was ousted by Peter Singer’s idea of a pain-feeling animal, then by the idea that an animal
could be the subject of moral concern, thus blurring the boundaries between human and animal.
Simultaneously machines became more and more life-like and are considered by certain people
today, to be capable of acting as moral agents too. We observe that these notions are merging
and that we are moving towards Donna Haraway’s model of modern science in which the
distinctions between natural and artificial are completely restructured and the boundaries
between nature and culture, animal or human and machine have become permeable.

« Spina family » interactive robotic trophy - 2008

Thus the animals from Hunting trophies are a possible metaphor of these new life forms. They
assemble recognizable characteristics from existing species, mainly felines (lion, tiger, leopard,
lynx) and cervidae (deer, moose, antelope, impala) which are found in traditional hunting
trophies. On the other hand they have generic characteristics, a shiny skin and the same size
as if they all belonged to the same species. They seem to be normalized, their biodiversity and
taxonomic ranks & boundaries erased occulting notions of species, genus, family, order, class…
and life. The standardization of our future natural world implies new life forms and more or less
a unique species of wildlife. In this post-human world, where biological or natural gender no
longer determines the cultural and social roles of a person, my robots don’t have specific
gender traits and seem to have gone beyond gender.

I am conscious that these shiny robots refer more to toys and puppets that to genuine hunting
trophies and that they are far away from the idea of botched taxidermy that Steve Baker
describes in his book “The Postmodern animal” but I am precisely interested in this paradoxical
and self-contradictory use of robots – something new symbolizing cutting edge interactive
technology - used here for the representation of hunting trophies - something old and traditional
symbolizing death.

These trophies can be seen as a memento of those endangered animals and those species
which have vanished, but also as a token of human victory over technology, a symbolic robotics
achievement.

Show Off Paris Art Fair 2012

« Augmented Senses » OCT Museum – Shanghai – China - 2011

« Robotic dog acupuncture chart » Ink on paper - 2008

The animals from the installations « Do robotic cats dream of electric fish? » and « Gaude
Mihi » are a much more accurate testimony of the breaking down of boundaries between
animal, human and machine. Blending into society, robots are now becoming more and more
life-like. They seem to be developing the ability and desire to experiment with social activities
and pleasures. Thus my robotic cat, which is sitting in front of this swimming robotic fish from
Walt Disney, might have the desire to entertain itself by watching pet program on TV, or the
rocking robot “Gaude Mihi” (literally rejoice in myself) which rocks when its owner approaches,
might simply be seeking to generate its own amusement, therefore removing the participation of
its owner, thus redefining the role of the toy (and the Player) and creating a possibly frustrating
situation of exclusion. Machines first served us, then they provided us with entertainment and
pleasure, and now they seek to "rejoice in themselves". These last two robots tend to create
more of a "real" situation and less a metaphor

« Do robotic dog dream of electric fish? » Palazio delle Arti Napoli - Italy - 2007

« Do robotic cats dream of electric fish ? » (2007)
Nemo, the robotic fish, is swimming imperturbably in the screen, which is his
fish tank as well.
The robotic cat is sitting in front of the screen and he is watching it as he was looking at a real
fish swimming in a real tank. Time to time he gets up, meows and tries to catch the fish,
unluckily.
Unless it is merely a misinterpretation, maybe the cat is not fooled. He is aware it is only a video
and he is just having fun watching a DVD of the famous Nemo… or maybe is it Disney
Channel… a brand new channel for robotic pets..
Blending into society, robots are now becoming more and more life-like. And they are claiming
to be acting as moral agents. Thus this robotic cat could have the ability and the desire to
experiment social activities and pleasures such as the ones TV offers profusely.
Even though nowadays it is a luxury to own a sophisticated
robotic pet, a robot imitation, and not a real pet, maybe soon
it will be the opposite such as Philip K.Dick vision.

« Gaude Mihi » interactive rocking robot - 2008

« Back to the robots » SonarMàtica - Sonar 2010 - Barcelona - Spain

Of Mice and Men…
or Human being as an experimental subject

« Big Wheel » interactive video installation - Cargo – Marseilles – France -1995

« Big wheel » (1995)
The Big Wheel is a study of human behavior through an interactive video installation placing
directly the viewer on stage.
A video plays in response to the viewer’s participation. The subject watches a video while
running on a 2m-diameter hamster wheel. He becomes an actor and is compelled to run to
deserve the film. By wearing headphones, he is the only one to enjoy his reward, directly
proportional to his performance. The woman’s voice becomes increasingly sexy the faster the
viewer runs. He is motivated by his curiosity to play the role of the Guinea-Pig.

The « scientifical credEbilities» (1998) is a study of the apparently obvious logic of scientific
language through a CD-ROM presenting an inventory of different available laboratory mice
stock for sale, some showing a specific pathology, others not. This classification usually used by
laboratories, follows a scientific demonstration based on real mathematical, physical, chemical
and biological laws, in order to prove the existence of imaginary mutant mice. This study is a
game of ironical sophism - illuminating the esotericism of scientific language that confounds the
perception of the lay public, unable to evaluate the credibility of scientific speech. This CDROM gathers video, animations, test- games, 3D shapes, morphing, drawings, the whole
presented as a very serious commentary, akin to a wildlife commentary.

Spherical and square mice - Drawings from the CD-Rom « the scientific credebility » 1998

The « Ob-servo-Drôme » (2001) watches people’s behavior in a delimited space, and ironically
and through caricature, bares their presupposed emotions. Viewers are fitted with an electronic
equipment with an heartbeat sensor.
If two people remain face to face long enough, their electronic devices communicate and
illuminate one of three lights atop their helmet, thereby indicating to the computer, via a
surveillance camera, what’s happening and where’s it’s happening. There are 3 different colors
of light for: a man and a woman, two men or two women together. Thereupon, the computer
plays a short musical selection illustrating the meeting. Degrees of emotions are established
according to the amount of time passed. Additionally a video projector projects a round spotlight
just to make it clear who is responsible for the music!
A vibrator motor is included inside the helmet, and turns on if an overstimulated heartbeat is
measured.

« The Radiogrades » fiber glass, gas mask – 1995

« The Radiogrades » (1996) question several scientifical aspects - the danger of eventual
accidents due to the lack of scientific control and study of effects as heavy and invisible as
radioactivity (for example produced by nuclear energy). It’s a morphological, anatomical and
biological study of a new animal order: the radiogrades which represent creatures able to adapt
to a high rate of radioactivity, set as the first axiom, and at the same time a study of a protecting

system for beings unable to adapt (creation of protecting suits and hermetic boxes provided with
gloves for manipulation of radioactive items or living organisms).
This research goes mainly through the realization of a 15m3 room called "TchernobylHome",
representing a sample of this new world (involving several 1 m-long flies, whose heads are
made from gas-masks), and at the same time incorporating the study of their new biotope, the
whole validated by a theoretical treatise (according to nuclear, physics and biology) concerning
these new beings’ life system...
.

Solo Show «The Scientifical CredEbilities » Untitled Gallery - Marseilles – France - 1999

Radioactive Rubik’s cube

Small resin flies with heads made from light bulbs,
illuminating when they suck batteries.

Truncus Quitares
This latex organism starts grumbling and complaining in
response to the manner he is manipulated, becoming silent
when laid down.

Educative toys for adults.

These series of toys for grownups invite the collector to get
involved in the artwork by
manipulating them so that they
respond. They subvert educative
toys and parody dogmas to
distance us from them and point
out stereotypes: Pink for ladies
and blue for men, men are basic
and women are complex, etc…

The « mmh Boxes… » (2003)
are similar to traditional moo
boxes: after turning the box
upside-down, and putting it upright, we can hear the untradional
sounds (words, murmurs, sights
of pleasure…) according to the
accessory drawn on the box.

« Discovery Mats » (2002)

Solo Show « Plug & Play » Porte Avion Gallery - Marseilles - France - 2004

By touching only one sensor, she feigns.
By touching only the toes, she laughs.
By touching the anus:
- once: she says, “Oh no, not that!”
- twice: “Oh no...”
- three times: “Oh.. .yes”
- four times: “Again!”
By touching the genitalia only, she moans (orgasm number I).
By touching the genitalia and another sensor, orgasm number 2 is achieved.
By touching the spine, one must touch progressively upwards or downwards in order to touch
two sensors successively.
Every time the genitalia or anus is touched, he moans (orgasm). Nevertheless, light modulations
can be achieved according to the positions and combinations of the hands.

Exhibition « Guinea Pig » La Vilette - Paris – France - 2002

« Sex and conveniences » Pascal Vanhoecke Gallery - Paris – France - 2010

« Art Paris » Grand Palais – Pascal Vanhoecke Gallery Booth - 2010

Based on famous Aubade’s advertising campaign, this series of 12 black and white
photographs « Lessons of seduction » (2003) propose an alternative to the traditional vision of
beauty which promotes a perfect body.
They raise questions about norms and standards in mass media just like in seduction. In
Aubade’s campaign the perfect but interchangeable bodies of the models look universal and
impersonal. They can correspond to – almost - anyone's tastes, therefore generating the
greatest variety of fantasies.
For these new lessons France Cadet mirrored the pose and the lighting from the original photos
(already quite suggestive) making only minor adjustments to suggest more.
Unaltered, the original text becomes the title of the photo, and doesn’t show up anymore on the
picture. In any case this is a parody of the original campaign. The photograph has to maintain
its photograph’s status.
France Cadet seeks to demonstrate that even an imperfect body - such as the artist’s one enhanced with tattoos, piercings, and accessories, can be as attractive and suggestive as a
perfect body of a professional model. Thus the photographs remain almost not touched up,
showing the entire artist’s blemishes and imperfections.
These photos, far away from the usual clichés, simply evoke another reality…

Solo show - Quadrum Gallery - Lisbon – 2004

« CyberSave » (2004) is a screensaver that has been
made with the photos from the series « Lessons of
seduction ». Totally free, it can be downloaded and copy.
The principle lays in a web tracking of cybersave’s users.
Indeed CyberSave is tracking your IP address et put it
directly onto a map that reflects number of CyberSave’s
users by country as well as the evolution of their copies
all over the world and their different versions.
Originally edited to 22 copies and sent in November
2004 to 22 recipients selected all over the world, it was
then available to download from Cybersave’s website.
Today more than 1300 copies have spread the world
over, braving internet censorship and surveillance of
some countries.

Kill you enemy with delicacy…
SweetPad, a paradoxical videogame interface, allows 4 persons to play, in a totaly new way,
Quake 3 Arena, the famous multiplayer Arcade shoot-them-up game, that so many artists have
already used and hijacked.
The game itself has not been modified, you still have to kill your opponents. This time however,
fast and aggressive behaviour won't be rewarded: you'll have to use tenderness and slow,
gentle touch to kill.
The joysticks have been replaced by some USB SweetPads (France Cadet’s creation) that
players have to caress and stroke with delicacy in order to move and shoot. If they get nervous,
they won't be able to move and kill "correctly."

"With this mechanism made out of a few simple rules, Cadet primes a real cognitive revolution,
investigating the individual ability to manage a so paradoxical situation as that of quietly killing
an enemy - even if a virtual one - making a gesture - the caress - that is socially interpreted and
received only as a love expression." (Francesca Tomassini for Neural).

Exhibition « Amours, Déciles et Orges » La Ferme du Buisson – France - 2007

Living and artificial, erotic and robotic, or the question of the Post-Human…
With nanotechnologies scientific discoveries, the boundaries between the living and the artificial
tend to disappear, introducing the artificial into the natural and vice-versa. Donna Haraway’s
model of the cyborg is thus imposing itself gradually, with the postmodern notion of one same
nature-culture, getting rid of the body’s dualities and oppositions between nature and culture,
object and subject. Flesh and mechanics are intertwined as suggested by the 18th century-like
anatomical hand dot drawing « Robotic dog skeleton anatomy » (2008), revealing the inner
biological anatomy of a robotic dog.

Triptych Puzzle « Petit Rat » - 2011

Discover a new generation of toys that blithely mix the living and the artificial, through
technological innovation. With France Cadet’s dancers, you can bring home a transgender
ballet celebrating the merging of humanity and robotics.
There are 2 models, « Petits Rats » (2011), and « Ballerines » (2011), available in 3 versions:
a triptych, a diptych and a single puzzle. Cyborg Ballerinas and “petit rats” (child ballerinas), in
an X-rayed manner are quite surprising: the artist has swapped parts between human dancers
and their robotic alter ego, thus implementing prostheses or artificial grafts. The flesh and
mechanical components interlock, according to creative fantasies. We also discover dancers
revealing a disturbing anatomy, whether it be external (skin) or internal (bone and muscular
system). You can choose an already framed version or, for the DIY enthusiasts, a version to
assemble yourself, sold in a box.

Later on France Cadet will transform her lessons of seduction into « Lessons of anatomy »
(2013).

Flesh and mechanical components interlock…
This series of 6 serigraphs mixes the artificial outfit of the animal ( its robotic shell) with its inner
biological anatomy (cardiovascular and digestive system, skeleton). The shell of the robot is
made of silver scratchable ink: The inner and functional anatomy of the robot might appear,
whether the owner of the serigraph decides to scratch the silver ink of the shell or not. The
decision makes the serigraph a unique piece, as the owner turns into a brand new imagery
surgeon. Another one, X-Ray Robot, lets a QRcode appear. The audience is invited to use their
mobile phone or digital tablet with QR reader as a scanner or X ray machine. The printed image
being revealed when flashing the QR code is that of the robotic dog under X rays. It’s up to the
owner to scratch the ink or not.

Solo show « Artificial paradigm » Espace Ugot – Marseilles – 2013

Shoff’Off Paris Art Fair 2012

« Regards numériques sur le vivant » European nights of Museums – Hôtel des Arts de Toulon - 2012

Robot, mon Amour,
My Love, the robot…

Going a step further into transformations, France Cadet performs into the shape of a gynoid
through this series of digital and interactive photographs « Robot mon amour… » (2013)..
Following the aesthetic standards of science fiction, those hybrids reflect the contemporary
imagination of cyborgs. Half robot and half woman, into the shape of a female android, the artist
explores and questions the functioning of the human body, its feelings, emotions and
communication between man and machine.

E-motion

Both natural and artificial,
erotic and robotic,
inner and outer,
real and unreal...
Those hybrid bio-mechanical bodies
naturally artificial by definition,
call us to interact with them through
our senses (touching, caressing...)
Come closer, touch gently
and you will trigger artificial muscle
of the butterfly flapping its wings, or you
will feel a lightening electronic shivering...
By this tangible gesture
through tactile sensors which will
produce the e-motion, France Cadet
re-humanizes the robot.

Interactive digital print – Tactile sensor – LEDs - 2013

Interactive digital print – Tactile sensor, artificial muscle, electronic butterfly - 2013

Exhibition « Ro[bots] » Théâtre de Compiègne – France - 2013

Solo show « My Love, the Robot » Espace Valles – St Martin d’Hères – France - 2014

Solo show « Desiring machines » Théâtre de Privas – France - 2014

Solo show « My Love, the robot » Espace Valles – St Martin d’Hères – 2014

« Red Light District » (2013)
When the viewer caresses the frame border, the photo lights up in red during 10 seconds, such
as the red lights from Amsterdam's red light district when the place is occupied.

« Red Light District » digital print on Duratrans – tactile sensor – LEDs – 2013

Sexual objectification or robotics erotism?
France Cadet once again diverts a lesson of seduction from the famous lingerie brand, with a
robotic version of « Cyber Leçon n°32 » (2013).
A cyborg sculpture of the artist realized thanks to 3D scan and printer, is kneeling on the ground
hands tied. Like those fashionable Japanese human faced android, the sculpture seems able to
feel and have sexual needs...
or maybe is it just programming?
It’s up to you to say..

« Cyber Leçon n°32 » 3D printing sculpture - 40x27x27cm – 2013

« InnerLeçon #32 » 3D Animation – 2'15'' – 2014

A poetic dissection of desire
A 3D version of this avatar appears on the screen by successive slices. This sequence of body
sections reveals the electronic internal anatomy of this creature, while gradually rebuilding its
outer shell. Once materialized, this evanescent pinup of modern times makes a slow revolution
before disappearing again by regular cuts.

« HoloLeçon #32 » Holographic projection & 3D Animation 3D – 2'15'' - 2014

A holographic version is proposed thanks to a large and complex holographic projection device,
thereby rending this creature more ephemeral.

« HoloLeçon #32 » Holographic 3D animation for iPad – 2'15'' – 2015

« Poly-gonad embryogenesis »

« Poly-gonad embryogenesis » 3D printing - 2018

This 3D printing sculpture represents the 8 stages of the evolution of a baby robot. Like an organic cell
division, the initial tetrahedron is fragmented into more and more numerous polygons, more and more
precise mesh, leading to the functional prenatal baby robot.

Demain les Robots… (The robots are coming)

The future definitely seems to belong to robots and artificial intelligence but will humans ever have a
place in this world? Tomorrow, will we all become robots? Shall we necessarily merge with the machine
in order not to be overtaken, such as some of the most fervent transhumanists claim? Ultimately could the
mind exist alone in the machine?
Recent advancements in reproductive cloning associated with the arrival of the first artificial wombs for
human, might soon allow the ectogenesis (pregnancy outside the body) envisioned by Aldous Huxley in
his Brave New World. Human reproduction is likely to get rid of biological body.
The installation "Demain les robots" (The robots are coming) explores this prospective and proposes
Matrix-like artificial wombs in which baby robots are growing. It depicts a futuristicc dystopia in which
humans have disappeared.
Cronenberg-style organic pods, magnifiers and glasses fitted with polarizing filters allow the audience to
catch a glimpse of this future through the looking glass. The sound of the baby’s heartbeat in the womb
resonates in the room accompanied with the sound of little bubbles in water.

« Demain les robots » Solo show, Vasarely Foundation - 2019

« Demain les robots » Solo show, Vasarely Foundation - 2019

« FACS-simulated »
3D animation - 2019

« Demain les robots » Solo show, Vasarely Foundation - 2019
In this series of 3D animations, an algorithm simulates emotions on the face of these artificial creatures.
These cyborgs, self-portraits of the artist, are declined according to the archetypes of the robot.
They seem motionless and strike a pose, while staring at us. But they display strange facial movements
such as quick eyeblinks or slight smiles. These micro-expressions (FACS) do not yet seem to be fully
controlled by the gynoïds. By simulating humanlike emotions these learning machines immerse us in the
uncanny valley described by Professor Masahiro Mori confronted with hyperrealistic yet imperfect robots.
Artificial consciousness? This digital extra soul remains incomplete and noticeable ... but until when?
From cyborg theory to technological singularity there is only one step.
The successive techniques used by the artist retrace the technological evolution of image making. First a
realistic photograph of the artist’s face is taken, then bonded by photomontage with a 3D image of an
artificial body. Finally, an artificial intelligence software recreates the face in 3D and animates it with
micro-expressions to bring it to life.

« Object lessons 2.0 »
14 original school posters augmented with invisible UV ink - 2019
Production Fruitière Numérique

On a set of vintage school posters designed to teach botany, zoology or civic education, France Cadet
hand-drew some modifications with invisible UV ink, thus highlighting the rapid mutations of our world.
As we enter the Anthropocene, our impact on the planet seems inexorable and irreversible: decreasing
biodiversity, climate change, ecology in danger, omnipresence of technologies and AI, hyper-connection,
total digital-surveillance...

The audience is invited to use a UV flashlight, such as a modern day explorer, in order to reveal a
contemporary vision of these precepts and the induced paradigm shifts.

« Gallery of extinct species »
Inkjet prints, invisible UV ink
2019 – Production Fruitière Numérique
This series of anatomical charts such as Deyrolles editions show extinct species due to human activity.
Only the Latin name of the taxon appears on the poster, the animal has disappeared and is invisible.
However, thanks to a UV flashlight, the audience can again observe again these species for a quick
moment..
12 extinct species: Scarlet Macaw, Auroch, Golden Toad, Dodo, Black Emu, Large Pinguoin, Gastric
Frog, Mamo, Migrating Pigeon, Soruis de Gould, Thylacine, Burchell's Zebra

« Man vs Machine »
Inkjet prints, invisible UV ink - 2019

Man has always tried to compete against the machine, with more or less success. This portrait gallery
retraces this history. This series of UV editions depicts the prowess and failures of AI for human
surveillance purposes: facial recognition, emotion detection, analysis of biometric data…

« FACS » « FACE ++ »
Inkjet prints, invisible UV ink - 2019

Thanks to UV flashlights the audience
reveals hidden data from computer
vision technologies such as FACE++,
a Chinese facial recognition software,
and FACS, the Facial Action Coding
System used to analyze human
emotions

« Robot-portrait » Inkjet print, invisible UV ink - 2019

